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Dual template synthesis of a highly mesoporous SSZ-13 zeolite with

improved stability in the methanol-to-olefins reactionw
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The dual template synthesis of zeolite SSZ-13 by use of

trimethyl-adamantanammonium hydroxide and a diquaternary-

ammonium mesoporogen induces considerable mesoporosity

without impeding zeolite microporosity. The strongly improved

accessibility of Brønsted sites in mesoporous SSZ-13 increases its

stability during application as an acid catalyst in the methanol-to-

olefins reaction.

Zeolites are microporous crystalline aluminosilicates, which are

widely used in the petrochemical industry for acid-catalyzed

reactions. The strong Brønsted acidity of zeolites resides in tetra-

hedral Al3+ substitutions in the microporous SiO2 framework,

their combination giving rise to size- and shape-selective acid

catalysis. Zeolites are usually synthesized in the form of relatively

large crystals, which may lead to mass transport limitations during

catalytic reactions. Many synthesis strategies, therefore, deal with

improving the accessibility of zeolites either by increasing the size

of the micropores1 or by decreasing the size of the crystalline

zeolite domains. The former is especially relevant for the (hydro)-

conversion of heavy feedstocks. Often, however, relatively small

pores are essential to achieve desired activity and selectivity in

reactions with hydrocarbons. In such cases, the diffusion lengths

can be decreased either by synthesizing nanocrystals2 or by

introducing substantial mesoporosity in zeolite crystals during

their hydrothermal synthesis step or by post-synthesis treatments.3

Earlier, many attempts have been made to combine structure

directing agents (SDAs) for zeolite growth with surfactants usually

employed to synthesize ordered mesoporous silicas. At best, this

approach resulted in intimate mixtures of small zeolite crystals and

amorphous mesoporous silica, however, with little benefit for

catalysis.4 The problem can be overcome by the use of cationic

polymers5 or by using surfactants that are covalently attached to

the crystallizing zeolite phase.6

Herein, we report the first successful direct synthesis of

a highly crystalline mesoporous SSZ-13 zeolite by combining

two templates that are not grafted onto the zeolite.

Mesoporous SSZ-13 was obtained via hydrothermal synthesis

of a gel containing N,N,N-trimethyl-1-adamantanammonium

hydroxide (TMAdOH) as the SDA and C22H45–N
+(CH3)2–

(CH2)4–N
+(CH3)2–C4H9Br2 (C22-4-4Br2) as the mesoporogen.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of mesoSSZ-13 (Fig. 1a)

shows that the zeolite is obtained as a three-dimensional

assembly of small nanocrystals intergrown into large micro-

meter-sized crystals. The more accessible texture of the meso-

porous SSZ-13 is evident from a comparison to a SEM image

of conventional SSZ-13 grown from a similar gel containing

no C22-4-4Br2. The Si/Al ratios of mesoSSZ-13 and SSZ-13 are

17 and 19, respectively. By transmission electron microscopy

(TEM, Fig. 1c), it is established that the extra pores in

mesoSSZ-13 are not only in the macropore range, as Fig. 1a

would suggest, but also in the mesopore range. This approach

presents a generally applicable strategy for the synthesis of

hierarchical zeolites involving the partial replacement of the

conventional SDA by a mesoporogen.

SSZ-13 is a zeolite with the chabazite (CHA) topology. In its

silicoaluminophosphate form (SAPO-34) it is the preferred

catalyst for the methanol-to-olefins (MTO) process, which is

an important step in the conversion of synthesis gas to

polymer-grade olefins from methanol.7 The reaction involves

an organic reaction center, formed in situ in the large cavities

of zeolite crystals.8 Coke formation occurs preferentially in the

near-surface region of the chabazite crystals.9 The decreased

accessibility of the micropore space leads to catalyst deactivation.

To improve catalyst stability for the MTO reaction it is desirable

to increase the ratio of external over internal surface area of

the zeolite catalyst.10 Desilication of SSZ-13 has been shown

Fig. 1 SEM images of (a) mesoporous SSZ-13, (b) conventional SSZ-13

and (c) TEM image of mesoporous SSZ-13.
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to introduce mesoporosity, however, without benefit for the

MTO reaction.11

In our dual template approach, we used TMAdOH as the

SDA for chabazite growth.12 For the mesoporogen, we took

into account that it should contain (i) a hydrophobic tail to

limit the crystal growth and (ii) a head group that has sufficient

interaction with the growing zeolite phase. Compared to

single quaternary ammonium head groups, SDAs with two

ammonium head groups are effective for zeolite growth as

shown by the group of Ryoo. Therefore, we explored the use

of this type of surfactants to limit the size of the crystalline

domains of SSZ-13. For example, by using surfactants of the

type R–N+(CH3)2–(CH2)6–N
+(CH3)2–C6H13 with R = alkyl

chain as templates, Ryoo et al. synthesized sheet-like ZSM-5.10

Similar approaches using a head group with a single quaternary

ammonium center result in ordered mesoporous silicas of the

M41S class.13

To guide the design of the mesoporogen we carried out a

computational study to determine the best fit of three candidate

surfactants, C22H45–N
+(CH3)2–(CH2)4–N

+(CH3)2–C4H9 (C22-4-4),

(C22H45–N
+(CH3)2–(CH2)6–N

+(CH3)2–C6H13) (C22-6-6) and

C22H45–N
+(CH3)2–C4H9 (C22-4), in the growing CHA frame-

work. The first one was chosen because tetraethylammonium

is a known SDA for CHA.14 By linking two such moieties with

a hydrophobic tail, we expect significant interactions with

SSZ-13 in analogy with the C22-6-6 for ZSM-5.10 A further

comparison is made with C22-4 to establish the effect of a single

quaternary ammonium head group. We employ classical

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations because they allow

efficient sampling of phase space and take into account van der

Waals interactions in contrast to DFT.15 The all-silica CHA

model contained 2 � 3 � 4 unit cells with one surface being

terminated by silanol groups. In all cases, the zeolite contained

TMAd cations and one mesoporogen. The template–framework

interaction and framework destabilization energies are given in

Table 1.

Fig. 2 shows the preferred configuration (I) of C22-4-4 in

SSZ-13 with one quaternary ammonium center in the cavity

below the surface and the other one at the surface. The

interaction energy (�247 kJ mol�1) is higher than that of

TMAd in SSZ-13 (�163 kJ mol�1). This configuration is

preferred over configuration II with both quaternary ammonium

centers in the cavities below the surface (Fig. S5, ESIw), because
the interaction energy (�242 kJ mol�1) is lower than the

configuration in which two TMAd templates occupy these

cavities (�326 kJ mol�1). Note that, in this case, one TMAd

cation is placed outside the framework (Fig. S5, ESIw). C22-6-6

adopts a similar configuration I, but the terminal hexyl fragment

is folded back in the large cavity, likely because of the

repulsion with the TMAd in the adjacent cavity (Fig. S6,

ESIw). This leads to stronger framework destabilization

compared to C22-4-4. With C22-4 in configuration I the template

became detached from the zeolite surface (Fig. S7, ESIw).
In configuration II, the framework–template interaction

energy is below that of TMAd. Based on these results, we

predicted C22-4-4Br2 to be the preferred mesoporogen.

Crystallization of a gel containing only C22-4-4Br2 yielded an

amorphous product. The XRD patterns of the products

(Fig. S1, ESIw) obtained by combining TMAdOH and candidate

mesoporogens are compared to the pattern of SSZ-13. The use of

C22-4-4Br2 resulted in a crystalline zeolite with the CHA structure

(Fig. S1b, ESIw). No competing crystalline phases were detected.

The crystallinity of mesoporous SSZ-13 is 90%, comparable to

that of conventional SSZ-13 (92%). Argon physisorption

(Table S1, ESIw) evidenced the substantial mesoporosity of

mesoporous SSZ-13 (Vmeso = 0.21 cm3 g�1) as compared to

conventional SSZ-13 (Vmeso = 0.01 cm3 g�1). The micropore

volumes are quite similar at 0.18 and 0.21 cm3 g�1 for

conventional and mesoporous SSZ-13, respectively. In accordance

with Fig. 1, the mesopore size distribution of mesoporous SSZ-13

is quite broad.

Our MD simulations show that the role of C22-4-4 is to

inhibit crystal growth in the direction of the aliphatic chain.
29Si{1H} HETCORMAS NMR of as-synthesized mesoporous

SSZ-13 (Fig. S3, ESIw) shows the close proximity of the

framework silicon atoms to the hydrogen atoms of TMAdOH

and the N–CHn=2,3 moieties in C22-4-4, but not to the

hydrogen atoms in the C22 chains. This indicates that the

C22 chains are located outside the framework as predicted by

the MD simulations. Because of the cubic symmetry of CHA,

there is no preferred crystallographic direction in which the

mesoporogen is oriented and, therefore, no sheet-like crystals

are obtained in this case. As a consequence, SSZ-13 nanocrystals

will form a wide range of cubic shapes.

To verify our prediction about C22-4-4 as the preferred

template for hierarchical SSZ-13, we synthesized SSZ-13 in

the presence of C22-6-6 and C22-4 and obtained much less

crystalline materials (68% and 13%, respectively). The material

prepared in the presence of C22-6-6 has a high mesopore volume

(0.45 ml g�1) with a substantial contribution of mesopores of

around 3 nm. The lower micropore volume (0.10 ml g�1)

Table 1 Interaction of candidate quaternary ammonium templates
with the all-silica chabazite frameworka

Mesoporogen C22-4-4 C22-4-4 C22-6-6 C22-4

Configurationb I II I II
DEframework–template �247 �242 �242 �155
DEframework destabilization +28 +28 +39 +28

a Energies in kJ mol�1. b Configuration I: one quaternary ammonium

center at the surface, II: quaternary ammonium center(s) below the

surface.

Fig. 2 Snapshot of a MD simulation of a C22-4-4 cation interacting

with the CHA framework in the presence of 3 TMAd cations,

corresponding to configuration I (red: oxygen; yellow: silicon, gray:

carbon, white: hydrogen; blue: nitrogen). The gray plane indicates the

terminating zeolite surface.
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correlates with the lower crystallinity. These results indicate

that this sample is a mixture of an amorphous phase ordered

at the mesoscale and a crystalline mesoporous SSZ-13 phase in

agreement with TEM images of this sample (Fig. S8, ESIw).
A remarkable feature of our mesoporous SSZ-13 is its

much improved stability in the MTO reaction compared to

conventional SSZ-13 (Fig. 3). For both catalysts, the initial

methanol conversion is 100%, indicating that mesoporous

SSZ-13 contains similar strong Brønsted acid sites as SSZ-13.

The lifetime (defined as the time to reach methanol conversion

of 50%) increased from 2.8 h for SSZ-13 to 6.8 h for

mesoporous SSZ-13. The product composition after 1 h time

on stream is comparable for both catalysts with a combined

ethylene and propylene selectivity higher than 90% (Table S2,

ESIw). The improved catalyst stability is a result of a more

efficient utilization of the zeolite micropore space. Deactiva-

tion of MTO catalysts is caused by pore blockage by carbo-

naceous deposits.16 Spectroscopic imaging has shown that the

larger carbonaceous deposits, which deactivate the catalyst,

accumulate in the near-surface region of the crystals.9 Accord-

ingly, deactivation will depend on the surface to volume ratio

of the crystals. Substantial mesoporosity as present in meso-

porous SSZ-13 implies high external surface area and more

efficient utilization of the micropore space. Analysis of the

amount of coke by TPO of the spent catalysts (Fig. S4, ESIw)
corroborates this interpretation: spent mesoSSZ-13 contains

about twice the amount of coke (32 wt%) as conventional

SSZ-13 (16 wt%).

In summary, we have shown that highly mesoporous

SSZ-13 can be synthesized in a single step by combining an

SDA for CHA formation with a diquaternary ammonium type

surfactant. Predictive design of templates to generate desirable

porous structures for catalysis remains a grand challenge.17 In

our case, computational modelling aided in the design of

the mesoporogen, which interacts strongly enough with the

growing zeolite framework and competes with the SDA so that

the growth of the zeolite crystal is interrupted. This approach

presents a generally applicable strategy for the synthesis of

hierarchical zeolites, because it requires only to replace a small

part of the conventional SDA by a usually more expensive

mesoporogen. This is an advantage over approaches involving

the single use of an expensive template, which combines

zeolite directing and mesoporogen functions.10 When applied

to SSZ-13, a significantly more stable catalyst for the MTO

reaction is obtained. The increase in catalyst longevity is directly

related to the high interconnectivity of micro- and mesopores

within the zeolite. The inhibition of the zeolite growth in all

directions by the surfactant leads to cubic nanocrystals of CHA

zeolites intergrown into larger structures.
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